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S ince the Argon ion laser is one 
of the most used lasers today 
(after semiconductor and HeNe 
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gas lasers), we wanted to design an 
exciting and educational lab experi
ment involving an Argon laser. We 
felt pretty fortunate having an Argon 
laser in the first place and we wanted 
to keep further costs to a minimum. 

Thanks to a suggestion from Jim 

Small, we succeeded in modelocking 
the Argon laser using only an A O 
modulator and a concave mirror. The 
method, which Small et al. previously 
demonstrated with a HeNe laser,1 

calls for frequency shifting the multi-
mode laser output beam by an 
amount equal to the laser mode spac
ing, c/2L, and injecting this light back 
into the laser. Thus the different 
modes lose their phase independence 
and readily cooperate with the inject
ed signals, which results in mode-
locked pulsed operation. 

It turns out to be pretty easy to do 
this with the arrangement shown. 
Our laser was a Coherent Innova 90. 
As Small et al. pointed out, the length 
L should be close to (within millime
ters of) the laser length (or an integral 
multiple or integral fraction thereof). 
The curvature of the feedback mirror 
is not critical. Mode-locking was ob
tained using a flat mirror, however 
sharper pulses were obtained when, 
instead of the flat mirror, a 6 m radius 
of curvature mirror was used, thereby 
improving the mode-matching. The 
location of the A O modulator did not 
matter. 

The A O modulation frequency was 
the most crit ical parameter. This 
should be half the laser's longitudinal 
mode separation, because the A O is 
double-passed, shifting the light fre
quency once for each pass. If an rf 
spectrum analyzer is available, it is 
spectacular to see all the slightly dif
ferent c/2L beats suddenly coalesce 
into a single sharp signal when the 
modulation frequency is tuned just 
right (66.3 M H z for laser length 1132 
mm). Even without a spectrum ana
lyzer, mode-locking can be seen as 
pulses form in the output light viewed 
on the oscilloscope, and the Fabry-
Perot output spectrum changes from 
ragged spikes to an equally spaced 
comb. 

Figure 2 shows the pulses as seen 
with an inexpensive silicon photodi
ode (Motorola M R D 510) and a 300 

FIGURE 1. Experimental arrangement for mode-locking. AO (acousto
optic modulator; D (photodetector); FP (scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer); 
SA (rf spectrum analyzer); and CRO (oscilloscope). 
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M H z oscilloscope (Tektronix 2465). 
We wanted to learn whether the small 
pulses were real or electrical reflec
tions in the detection circuit. Figure 3 
shows the same pulses when a better 
matched (Antel ARS5, 0.1 ns) detec
tor is used with a sampling oscillo
scope. Clearly the small pulses were 
electrical reflections. 

Wi th this experiment, one can 
show a great many things, including: 
• pulse repetition rate is c/2L; 
• known laser mode spacing cali
brates Fabry-Perot free spectral 
range; 
• Fabry-Perot measures Argon laser 
bandwidth B; 
• optical pulses are bandwidth limit
ed (t ≡ B - 1 ) ; and 
• peak pulse power can be readily 

compared with unlocked cw power 
by interrupting feedback. 

Maybe this isn't a poor man's ex
periment, but it sure beats the price of 

commercial mode-lockers! 
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FIGURE 2. Mode-locked pulses de
tected by silicon photodiode and 
300-MHz oscilloscope. Pulses are 
7.5 ns apart. 

FIGURE 3. Same mode-locked pulses 
as shown in Fig. 2, but detected 
with faster detector and sampling 
oscilloscope. 
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